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Three New Photo Solutions Released by Inter-est.
Smartphone Apps Driver-cam and Repair-cam Save Time and
Money. Inter-view Supports Cost-Effective Image
Management for Estimates on All Major UK Platforms.
Inter-est, the Claims Accelerators have released new software
solutions making it easier and faster to take, attach, transmit and
manage images of damaged vehicles. The solutions include two
apps for Smartphones (both available for Android or Apple):
•

Driver-cam: no more waiting for drivers to make an
appointment at a bodyshop.

•

Repair-cam: taking solutions out of the bodyshop - to
wherever they’re needed most.

Both Driver-cam and Repair-cam are available as apps, free to
download on Android or Apple. The charge for usage is £1.50 to
use either or both on a job.
Inter-est have also launched Inter-view which makes it easy to
include images from Driver-cam or other Inter-est sources into
estimates processed on all major systems used in the UK.
Inter-view is available now, and free-to-use.
Jeff Manricks, UK Head of Sales and Business Development at
Inter-est explained: “With Driver-cam, everything is simple: the
owner just inputs information, and captures photos of the
damage, via a Smartphone. Once the data is transmitted, the
vehicle is already on its way to the next stage: analysing costs.
No need for repairers to visit just to grab images! Repair-cam
gives bodyshops the flexibility - and economies - of working
wherever suits them (or the owner) most. Now they have the
choice of capturing images efficiently. And Inter-view brings
greater freedom than ever before. Inter-view can be used with
any estimating or bodyshop management system.”

Driver-cam, Repair-cam and Inter-view were all developed inhouse by Inter-est, the Claims Accelerators.

Note to editors:
Founded in 2003, Inter-est UK Ltd pioneered the delivery of
estimating solutions in the auto/repair/insurance sectors over the
Internet. Inter-est offers market-leading computerised
assessment, management and communication solutions that
ensure effective, audit-able, end-to-end claims processing.
The Inter-est estimating system, Vision, enables rapid, accurate
estimating using the latest Thatcham data.
Examples of recent work include FNOL, triage systems to reduce
or eliminate the number of estimates required and identify writeoffs quickly, mobile apps to take solutions on the road,
management information dashboards that provide visibility and
control, and tablet-based systems for sharing data, images and
work-in-progress.
As well as repair and insurance, active sectors include vehicle
rental, leasing and fleet management.
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